Illecillewaet

REPORT
The Illecillewaet brake check project near Revelstoke was the first
project delivered under B.C.’s Community Benefits Agreement. The
project has delivered on its promise: improving our infrastructure and
directly benefiting the people who built it.
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B.C.’s first Community Benefits Agreement
project delivers local benefits and opportunities
The Illecillewaet brake check project on Highway 1 expanded a twokilometre section east of Revelstoke, improving safety and efficiency for
travelers, allowing for a 100 km/h standard speed limit. It gave British
Columbians a strong return on investment, improving our infrastructure and
directly benefiting the people who built it.
Thanks to the Community Benefits Agreement (CBA), the project employed
a more diverse workforce. This project boasts more than twice the provincial
average for women and Indigenous peoples working on construction sites.
BCIB’s Illecillewaet employees will now be eligible for priority re-hiring on
other CBA sites. They can look forward to employment continuity and the
opportunity to help build B.C.’s infrastructure and economy for years to
come.

KEY STATS
AND FACTS
Statistics from this
first CBA project
show how people
and communities
benefited.
Of the 162 CBA
workers on the
project:

*80% of workers live in either the
Thompson-Okanagan or the
Kootenays.

17%

14%

of workers were
Indigenous. The B.C.
industry average is 6%.

were women. The B.C.
industry average is 6%.

18%

80%

18%

58%

of workers were
trainees or apprentices.

of the workforce
came from other
equity-seeking groups,
including 2SLGBTQ+.

came from the
surrounding regions.*

were CBA priority
hires, including equityseeking groups, locals
and youth.

British Columbia Infrastructure Benefits Inc (BCIB) works to recruit,
employ and retain workers on some of B.C.’s largest infrastructure
projects. It does this, in part, by creating a sense of community and
understanding among its workers through BCIB’s
Respectful Onsite Initiative.
The training teaches workers and contractors about Indigenous
history in B.C. and also includes courses like Justice, Equity, Diversity &
Inclusion (JEDI). The initiative helps foster a safe, respectful jobsite so
that workers, especially those underrepresented in the trades, feel
welcome in the construction industry and are more likely to stay in
their careers.

As construction companies across
North America face a shortage of
workers, B.C. is working to grow the
sector. The CBA helps recruit and
retain skilled workers by creating
career opportunities and a safe,
respectful jobsite for all.

“I’ve never worked on a BCIB site
before. I had no idea what it was
when I came here. But our guys
on site, they are fantastic. I feel
that there is just so much support
from the BCIB supervisors, on site
representatives and other staff.
You can go to them with any issues
and any questions with solutions
found right away. There is a lot of
support for the employees, which
makes work easier.”
Christine Johnston, Rock Truck
Driver, Illecillewaet

“I think diversity definitely matters. It’s
necessary to give everyone an equal
chance to work, an equal opportunity
for men and women of all walks of life,
really.”
Mark Jefferson, Rock Truck Driver,
Illecillewaet

“The Indigenous Cultural
Competency and Be More
Than a Bystander training were
informative for everyone in our
group. It opens your eyes to a
different perspective that you may
not see on a day-to-day basis when
you go to work, but other people
are dealing with all the time.”
Brad Deshane, Project
Superintendent, Emil Anderson
Construction

